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On Asymptotics
for a Class of Radial Fourier Transforms
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Abstract. A connection is established between the multidimensional Fourier transform of a
radial function f from a given class and the one-dimensional Fourier transform of a related
function. This is applied to give an asymptotic formula for the Fourier transform of 1 . The
function class in question is compared with related classes already considered in the literature.
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1. Introduction
Let R' be the n-dimensional Euclidean space with elements x = (x 1 ,. .. , x). If a
function f is integrable, in the Lebesgue sense, over all R°, there is no problem to
understand its Fourier transform

=L

where x u =
formula

x1u1

+ ... +

x,2 u

f(u) e' udu

is the scalar product of u,x E R°. The formal inverse

f(u) = (27r) - '

f

J(x) e'dx

for general f E L 1 (R°) only holds in the sense that the integral on the right-hand side is
summable to f by sonic summability method. Under additional hypotheses, the Fourier
transform of a non-integrable function may exist in a classical sense. For example, if
f is an integrable radial function, the n-dimensional Fourier integral reduces to the
uric-dimensional integral (see, e.g., [19: Chapter IV])
/(x) = Jo(IxI) = ( 27r.

)n/2 /
Jo

fo( t )(I x I t )' 2J i2_1(I x I i ) t

di
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where lxi denotes the Euclidean norm of x and J is the Bessel function of first type
and order it. This makes sense also for radial L P -functions with 1 < p < 2n/(n + 1):
in that case f is everywhere continuous away from the origin. Another representation
of the Fourier transform for radial, not necessarily integrable functions was obtained in
[15, 16]. It reads for ri = 3 as follows (for the general result, see Theorem A below):
Let n = 3 and f be a radial function in 1R 3 so that fo is bounded on [0, c) and
locally absolutely continuous on (0, oo). Suppose further that lim 1 _ fo(t) = 0 and
lim 1 _ tf(t) = 0, and tf(i) is of bounded variation on [0, ). Then

1(u) = — ( 2n)3I2 ui-1/2 f [tf(t)] 13/2 [j
o

s312Jii2(iults) ds]di,

and f coincides with the distributional Fourier transform of f: for lxi > 0
f(x)

lim (27r )-

f(u) e

A—

du.

This also illustrates the fact that many results for radial functions are of one-dimensional
nature. Our main result (see Theorem 1) is to be seen on this background: it reduces
the Fourier transform of a radial function from some class not only to a one-dimensional
integral but to the one-dimensional Fourier transform of some related function. In three
dimensions, for functions f as above, it reads as follows:

f(x) = 4nuj 2 f[tf'(t)] cos j u]tdt + remainder terms

(ii E R).

(1)

The outline of this paper is as follows. First we introduce a class of functions already
used in [15, 161 and compare it with some other classes (see [10, 21]) in Section 2. In
Section 3 we give our main result, the precise form of (1) and for arbitrary dimension.
Applications, in particular to the multiplier problem, are indicated in Section 4; for
instance, Example 2 contains the construction of some linear means L for multivariate
Fourier series with il L ,lI = O(ln lriln N).
We use the same letter C for different constants independent of substantial parameters.

2. Classes of functions related to bounded variation
For 0 < 6 < 1 and a locally integrable function g on (0, oc) define the fractional (Weyl
type) integral of order 6 by
W.(g)(t)

= I '-

g(r)(r -

0

t)6

dr

if 0 < I
ift>w

and, following Cossar [8), a fractional Weyl derivative of order c by
g(t) = limn

_Wi_(g)(i)
di
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when 0 < a < 1 and
g(t) = (-d)"gmw
dt

when a=p+ö with p=1,2....., and 0<<1.
Denote by AC i0 and BVIoc the classes of functions locally absolutely continuous
and locally of bounded variation, respectively.
Let a' be the greatest integer less than a. Consider the class M V + 1 , with a > 0
and b > 0, of C(0, cx-functions satisfying the following conditions (cf. [15, 16]):
are locally absolutely continuous on (0,00).
limg(t)

-

(3)

) =0.

0,

IgII M vb +, := sup tbg(t)I

+f

(2)

d(tag(t)) < oo.

(4)

This space is related to the class BV 1 of C(0,00)-functions satisfying the following
conditions (see, e.g., [7] or [23: p. 1181]):
g

101)

g(i)

lirng(t) = 0, g (a)
]glI jjv o , :=

(2')

E ACloc (0, oo).

(3')

BVioc(0,00).

tIdg(t)I

<00

J'C'o

and the class WBV 01 , as considered, e.g., in [10, 111, of C(0, oo)-functions satisfying
(2') and additionally g) E ACi 0 ( 0 oo), and
1

IIgIIwvb

,O+I

:= ess sup tbg(t) + ess sup I t

bg(+l)(t)I

< 00.

(4")

1>0

The following lemma establishes relations between these classes.
Lemma 1. In the sense of continuous embedding there holds
—+ WBV
* MV'
None of these embeddings holds in the opposite direction.

Proof. We only discuss the instance b = 0 which is the worst case. Here and in
what follows we omit the superscript h in the case b = 0. Suppose q E BV,+ i . Then,
by [23: Lemma 1.11,

J

l(1(t !l

(t))I <C

C-1j()(f) dt + C

f

t dg' t (t)I 5 Cl lot]

showing the norm estimate for the left, iiicluisioii. Trivially, a function It of hounded varij,;x.
dh(t )l hence Ito I wov , ,.
ation, vanishing at infinit y , satisfies lh( 0 1
I IOI I si
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The absolute continuity properties follow from the discussion in [10: Section 3].
Further, by [22: Lemma 3.15],
= Ctc,

TO

dg°
00 s&Idg(s)[
i cJ

which, by hypothesis, tends to zero as t

(g E BV+1)

, a.e., so the ernbeddings are proved.

That the inclusions are strict show the examples (b = 0)
91(t) = x(t) sin(ln ln(1/t)),

(5)

where x E C[0,00) is a cut-off function which equals to 1 for 0 <t < 1/4 and vanishes
for t > 1/2. Then g (t) = - cos(ln ln(1/t))/(t ln(1/t)) for 0 < t < 1/4 and g, (t) = 0 for
> 1/2, hence tg(t) is of bounded variation on (0, oc) but
>
IlglIIBv,

V

j

114

= flcos(lnu)Idu/u > j 1 cos v[dv =

1

I

thus g i
B y2 since g iI[nv,
C I[ g i[18v2 . This argument also works for all a > 0,
b = 0, if one replaces g i by (a = p + 6, 0 < 6 1)
91,a(t)

=f

(u - t)6' cos(lnln(l/u))X(U)du.
u6ln(1/u)

(5')

Note that g is bounded and that g (1 6) (t) = C cos(ln ln(1/t))(t 6 lri(1/t)) x(t). In the
case a = 1, E. Belinskii (see [151) suggested to replace (5) by 9 2 (i) = gi(t)/lnln(1/t)
which also yields an example for the strict embeddings; observe that 92 is continuous
at the origin and vanishes there in contrast to (5).
Similarly, consider 9 3 (t) = t, with y e R. Then 93 E WBVcX , for all a > 0 and
obviously t'' V MV 1 for all a > 0 and -y E R fixed I

Lemma 2. If g E MV 1 . then it follows for p = 1, 2 1 ...,a that
< C][g[[,,o

and

lirnt"g'(i) = 0.

Proof. The first assertion is clear on account of the embedding behavior of the
WBV-spaces: WBV '-i WBV for 0 < < a. From this also the second
assertion is obvious in the case b > 0. So let b = 0 and first suppose a is integer.
Then the argument in [24: p. 193] shows the assertion in the case a = 2. That this
argument also works for all a integer we illustrate at the case a = 3. Thus we show:
lim 1 . g(t) = 0 and 1im 1 . t 3 g'"(t) = 0 implies lim t ..... t 2 g"(t) = 0 whence follows
lim. tg'(t) = 0 by the case a = 2. Let 0 < 6 < 1/4 be arbitrary, fixed. t > 0 be large.
Then by Taylor's formula (at s = 0)
C(s) :=

g(t) = g(t + 2s) - 2g(t + s) + g(t)

= gSI,tt)s 2+ (s 3 13!) (8g ... (t + 29s) - 29 "(t + 9s))
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with 0 < 9 < 1. Now choose s = ±St and T6 so large that
Furthermore, observe that by hypothesis

107

g(t)l < 63 for all t T6.

G'°(9s)I < 8M(t + 295t) 3 + 2M(t + 06t) 3 < 10Mt 3 (1 - 26) -3
and thus
It2 g 11 (t) = 5_2A6jg(t) - 8tG"(9s)/3!

6<(i + 1OM(1 - 25)3/3!)

for t > 2'6 1 i.e., the assertion for a = 3. It is clear that by using higher differences, the
remaining case of a integer can be proved by induction.
If a is fractional and a > 1, then we have, by Lemma 1, that g E WBV00,[0] '-4
WBV00,2 , j = 1,...,[a], and the argument for a integer shows 1im j._. 00 tg(t) = 0 for
j = 1, ...,[a] -1. Thus we only have to look at the case j = [a] <a. By Lemma 1, we
have g E WBVOOQ and hence the fractional calculus within the WBV-spaces (see [10,
11]) may be applied to give with an integration by parts
g(E a])(t) = C / (s Jt 00

(a - t)± 1 a"da ) s"g' (s)

=c

(1,00

+ cf

00

(J

100
i st

(a - t)1a da) d(s0g(s))

= It + lit.
With the substitution a = tr the term It can be estimated by (s > i,a > 1)
I tI tI -<c(

1,'/'I

=
CU

(r

-

dr)s0g(s)

1)

00
3=1

dr)tg(0)(t),
(r - lr_Ia)_Ir_0

thus ItI al 11 ] —* 0 as t — oo since by hypothesis lim 1 _ 00 jog(a)(t) = 0.
Concerning Ht an interchange of integration gives
"ti =

(a — t)0_(0_Ia_a

C
1 00

Ct

d(0q(.$))1
j 00

J

d(s0g(0)(,$)) da
rOO

J

(r —

l)0_bO]_1

r_0 di

thus also t 1 lI1 i -* 0 as t —* no since f id(s 0 g(s))i < no. Combining these two
situations gives the remaining case lim 1 _ 00 t[-)g((-))(t) = 0 1
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3. A class of radial functions and the Fourier transform
Now we are able to describe the passage from the multidimensional Fourier transform
to the one-dimensional Fourier transform of a related function.
Theorem 1. Let fo E MV,'+ , with 0 < a < ( TI - 0/2 and 6 = (n - 1)/2 - a, set
t(n_i)/2f)(t). Then there holds, for the radial extension
Fa(t)
of
f(x) = fo(I x l)

J,
0

fo,

J(x)=Ixi_( 1)/2_{CinJ Fa( t ) cos ( l x I t - (n + 2a - 1)/4) dt

+ C2fllxF,,(1r/(2ixD)

+ Oxl-'f

oo

(6)

mm (21xls/7r,/(2lxls)) IdF(s)l)

I

where C 1 ,, = 2(n+1)/27r(n_l)/2(_1)5 and C2, ,, is a constant depending only on n and
a, given in (8) below.

Remark 1. In [15. 16] a weaker form of Theorem 1 was derived in the case a =

(n— 1)/2 (hence 6 = 0). Unfortunately this weaker form was not applicable to generalize

results from, [14].

Remark 2. Concerning the ternis in the brackets on the right-hand side of (6),
the first one is the claimed one-dimensional Fourier transforini for which in a concrete
situation an explicit formula may exist - there are numerous detailed tables (see, e.g.,
[2]). The integral exists as an improper Riemanm, integral since F,, E BV[0, ) and
vanishes at infinity.
The second term in the brackets, being given explicitly, is easy to handle. It mriay
lead to a non-L P -integrable tern, if a < ri(1/p - 1/2) - 1/2, since

f

N

r"

)/2—o—

'F,,(/(2r))

V

is in any case uniformly hounded in iV if a > n(1/p - 1/2) - 1/2.
The third one is trivially dominated byx 'l [foil M v
and thus may he interpreted
as a remainder term,,. It may lead to it iiom,_L P_ ii,tegrable
+ , terni if (iii difleremice to the
second term) (k < 701p - 1/2) - 1/2, since

f

N
) 2—— I

r"

I -( - ' /
IT

f

miiiri((2rs )/, /(2r.$)) ldF,,(.$) I

is uniformly hounded ill N provided a n( hp— 1/2) - 1/2 (the case p = 1, a = ( TI — 1)/2
was alread y considered iii [15. 16]; see also [3, 4]).
Remark 3. For radial functions with compact support and integrable Fourier
transform, A. Podkorytov [17] obtained it similar formula. Under very restrictive asslirnptiomis. ill [18: Chapter 5/Lemiimna 25.1'1 the multidimensional Fourier transform of
a radial fumictiom, is rediice I to the one- (Iim,,emlsiom,al nile.
Remark 4. Ii, the proof of TI ,eoremii 1 there will be essentially used the following
result:
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Theorem A.
A. Let fo be a function in MV,+1 and set,
Q0(t)

= 1 (1 -

s)

1s 2

J,2_1

(ts)ds.

Jo

Then

(2/2(_1)1
lul

i—n/2

['(a)

10"o

F0(t) t

(7)

' 2 Q0(I u i t ) dt

continuous, tends to zero as Jul —+
, and coincides with the distributional Fourier
transform of f; for Jxl > 0 the following inverse formula holds:

is

f(x) = urn (2)
00

J1Uj<A

(1 -

iu1IA2)(

1)/2O

J(u)

e-du.

-

Both integrals converge uniformly away from the origin.

In [15. 16] this result was obtained under some additional conditions at the origin
and infinity which are removed by Lemma 2. We note that Theorem A can handle radial
functions which are not L P -integrable, p < ; e.g., fo = In — '( e + t), a = ( n — 1)/2.
Further observe that the restriction a (n — 1)/2 is somehow natural, since f E L'ad
yields fo E BV 1 with -y < (n — 3)/2. Representations similar to (7) with a >
n(1/p — 1/2) — 1/2 have been used earlier (see, e.g., [231), where one has the absolute
convergence of the integrals involved. Theorem A is mainly based on the handling of
improper Riemann integrals.
Proof of Theorem 1. Write

a(r) = (1/['(u))rO+112 Q, (r) — /2/-7r cos(r — 7r(n + 2a

-

1)/4).

Then (7) may be written in the form

f(x) = Ci,nIxi
+(2-

I)/2
10 0"
/2(_1)0

Ixi

F0(t)cos(IxIt — (n +

2

I

Jo

2a —

1)/4)dt

F0( t )( I x I t ) di

and only the last term has to be discussed. Decompose it into
F0 (/(2Ixl))f

a (IxIt)dt

+

00 (F.(t) —

F0 (/(2ixi))](ixit)dt = Ii + 12.

fo

We have
Ixi1F/(2IxI))j(t)dt .

.

= C 2, (2ir)' 2(_1)1 ixi1F0(7r/(21x1))

(8)
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provided f00° I(t) di is finite. The integral is obviously convergent over [0, 1]. Thus it
remains to estimate a(t) on [1,). We need the following relation (see [15: Lemma
2]): For r > 1, 3 > —1/2, ,u > —1 and each positive integer p

f

1

(1 -

p

s)h1sl J(rs) ds =

0

J++(r) + 0 (r_P_P_312)

(9)

3=1

where a are some numbers depending only on p and
r( + 2). By (9) we have

u, and a = r'( 1 + 1),

1(1 - s) o—I sn/2 J12_1(ts)ds

Q(i)

JO
=

r(a)tJ,2

_ 1 (t) + (a - 1)F(a + l)iJfl/2Q (t) + 0(t5/2)

Using also the asymptotic formula for the Bessel function (see, e.g., [1: §7.13.1(3)])
J(t) = /2/(irt) cos(t - 7rv/2 - 7r/4)

+ /7[(i - 4v2)/8J j-312 sin(i - 7rv/2 - 7r/4) + 0(i_5/2)
as I - cc, we obtain
Ia(t) = 2' 2 7r 1 ' 2 [1 - 4(n/2 + a - 1)2]t_1 sin(i - r(n + 2a - 1)/4)
+ (a - 1)F(a + 1)
cos(i - (n + 2a - 1)/4) + 0(t2)
F(a)
and the integral in question is convergent.
Split 12 into two parts. We have
pn](21z1)

J

0

=-

[Fa(t) - F,(7r1(2Ix))]cIa(IxIi)dt
0/(2IzI)

F /(2nI)
=0
(L
=-

(I x I t ) dif

°

1 x1'o

dFa(s)

3

dF(s)

,r/(2zI)

=C/

,r/(21x1)

fo 4 (I x I i )
fo [I x I i )' /2x I i Y'2
di

IdF(s)I

Ix I)

$

sIdF(s)I)
(jr/(21x I)
IxIsIdF(s)I

' +11 dt)

=
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Further,

1

0/0(2 1z1)

[F0 (t) -

J
iJ

(IxIt) di

t

1 /(21xl)
lr/(21r1)

=

100 21-1)

and finally, by the above asymptotic for

dF0(s)

(IxIt)dt

dFa(s)1,00

A21-1)

= x'

Jxis

111

xis

dFQ (s)J

cJ,

(t)dt,

a(t)dt = 2_ 5 /2_h /2 [1 4(n/2 + a - 1)21

sin(t - ir(n + 2a - 1)/4)dt1t
x Ji'i
r
(a - 1)r(a + 1)
cos(t - ir(n + 2a - 1)/4)dt1i
+
F()
I'i
12d1) =o((IxIs)-').

xs

+0(1
This proves the theorem I

4. Applications

Let us generalize some recent one-dimensional results in 1141 to the radial case. For
1 < q < :— set
g(t)I dt )

II9IIAq =-

1. <Itl<2u
1, 0,) (IU

du

while for q =
11911A—=

ess sup g(t) du;

J' C 0u<jtj<2u

for the behavior of the Fourier transform on these spaces, see also [12, 21]. Let us define
H BT as the space of integrable functions satisfying
lIYIIHar

=f

I()I dt

+f

g(s - t) - g(s +

0
1 11 , 1<.9/2

dt ds <co

which is an integral version of the series condition due to Boas-Telyakovskii. For this and
relations to the Hubert transform and the real Hardy space ReH 1 , see [14]. Although
the spaces A" are not embedded in ReH' the following embeddings hold:
A,,, '—p A,, 2 -

HBT '—p L'

(P1

> P2 > 1).

(10)

The main result of the paper [141 may be slightly reformulated in the following form:
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Theorem B. Let A be alocally absolutely continuous function with lim 1j1 _,.,. A(t)

0 and A' E H BT . Then

(r) = ir 1 (A(-/(2j,j)) - A(_n/(2IrD)) + 9(r)

(i n >0)

where 1 9 1 <C and fR Vy ( r ) I dr < IIA'iIHJJT.

Among various applications of this result and the like (see, e.g., [12, 14)), we point
at a somewhat unexpected one, namely to problems of best approximation of infinitely
differentiable functions by entire functions (see [9]).
We are now able to generalize Theorem B to the radial case. Since Theorem B is
essentially an L 1 -theorem we restrict ourselves to the case a = (n - 1)/2. For the sake
of simplicity, let us use the notation F(t) := F(,._1)12(t) = t(n-1)/2 1)/2) (t) in what
follows.

Theorem 2. Let fo E MV( ,. I)12 ; assume additionally F to be locally absolutely
continuous and F' E H BT . Then
J(x) = lxI

[C1

sin((n - 1)/2) + C2] F ( n /( 2 1 x l)) + 9 I x l(l x l) (l x i >0)

where C1, ,. and C2,n are as in Theorem 1 while 9 and -y as in Theorem B.

Proof. First of all the formula from Theorem B may be rewritten for functions
defined on the half-axis (0, oo) as follows:
A(t)cos(rt + )dt =
1000

sin A(/(2irD) +

Now this and (6) proves Theorem 2. One has only to recall that in (6) the third term
is integrable for a = (n - 1)/2 (see Remark 2) I
Let us apply Theorem 2.2.
Example 1. Let n = 3 and f = g i be given by (5). Observe that F(t) = tf'(t) E
A q , q > 1, and iiYliL' ( a)
1I F 'IiHBT CqIIF'iiAq, thus, by (10), the hypotheses of

Theorem 2 are satisfied. Hence
f(x) = C l x l 3ln

( 2e i x i/ 7r ) cos ( lnln ( 2c i x I/ 7r )) + 9ixi_2y(ixl) (l x i > 7r/2,x e

where 1 9 1 C and

f,72 Vy ( t)l dt < oo. This is indeed an asymptotic formula since the
second term on the right-hand side is integrable outside the ball with the radius 7r/2
unlike the first term which is not integrable! This can be extended at once to the other
dimensions when using (5') with 6 = 1/2.

Example 2. Let us consider the following linear means of the Fourier series of
27r-periodic in each variable functions f E V (Ta):
L(f;x) =

1
= (21r)

/ f(x)eik•xdx
kEZ"
The following theorem is known for the L' -norms of these means.
(k/N)f(k)e',

f(k)
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Theorem C. Let çc(x) = o(I x I) be a radial function such that coo E MV(+l)/2
and continuous at the origin. Then

IILII
where I(t) =

=

1

(2ir)

J

Izt<,rN

I(x)Idx

+

O(lIIIBv(o,))

Vo

Actually Theorem C is given (see [3, 4]) under some additional assumptions on
which are removed by Lemma 2 (cf. Theorem A and below). Let n = 3 and coo(t) =
(1 - 92(t))X(i), where x and 92 are described below (5'). Note that we have coo( 0) = 1
which is necessary for approximation. If we apply Theorem C and then Theorem 2, we
obtain
Icos(lnln(21x1/7r))I
I
L'N
11
dx+O1
xI'ln(2IxI/7r)lnln(2IxI/7r)

-c

1<IrI^irN

=c

1

j

1 cos(lninr)I dr + 0(1)

rinrinlnr

= CinlnlnN + 0(1).
Replacing lnln(1/t) by a "longer" in-chain in the denominator of the function 92 one
can get a worse behavior in N of IIL,II.
Remark 5. To derive Theorem 2, a weaker version of Theorem 1 (see [15, 16])
mentioned above is not applicable since it assumes that f0' IF(t)Idt/t < oo. Note,
however, that this weaker version is sufficient to generalize the Zygmund-Bochkarev
theorem (see [5, 6]) to the radial case (see [3, 15]).
Remark 6. A result similar to Theorem 2 was proved earlier for boundedly supported radial functions with convex F (see [3, 16], in this case convexity implies j'0' IF(t)I
dt/t <
; for precursory results, see 113, 20]).
For functions with compact support there arises the question, what is the impact
of the behavior of the function near the right endpoint of the support. This will be
considered in details in a paper to appear.
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